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Priorities for Minorities Conference

Da~is

Group fOr OpenAd

By Tim Higgins &
Rebekah Szymanski
UNM President William Davis'
Minority Concerns Planning
Committee presented papers
supporting an open-admissions
policy for UNM, an improvement
in the support-services for
educationally
disadvantaged
students and a more clearly defined
affirmative action plan at the
"Priorities for Minorities" con-

ference Saturday in Woodward
Hall.
During the conference about 50
persons picketed outside the hall in
a demonstration organized by
Movimento Estudientil Chicanos de
Aztlan (MEChA), a national
organization of Chicano students.
The Minority Concerns Planning
Committee presented the results of
a 5-month study in four position
papers which were read and

discussed at the conference.
Davis appointed members to the
committee last May to assess the
minority situation at UNM after
demonstrations by students last
spring, concerned with the present
admission requirements, tuition
and fees, financial aids and tutorial
counseling, and the ethnic and
women's centers on campus.
About 175 persons attended the
conference, which consisted

Photo by Susan Walton

MEChA demonstrators spell out one of their complaints outside the Priorities for Minorities conference.
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Hot Air, Cold Wind
Welcome Balloonists
By Anna Poole
The Albuquerque skies were filled Saturday and Sunday with
multicolored hot-air balloons as the Balloon Fiesta and Arts Festival for
1976 opened.
·/
.•
.
Mayor Harry Kinney opened t}le ceremomes Saturday m front of 4,000
spectators shivering in 30-degree weather~ Sunday, the weather was
warmer and less windy.
·
Kinney said local balloonists, Sid Cutter and Tom R.utherford, had a
dream four years a go. That dream, a Balloon Fiesta every year, has come
true, he said.
Ground winds prevented four of the f!Ve schedule~ races Saturday.
There were run on Sunday led by the· Zta balloon ptloted by Thomas
.
.
.
... . ,
McConnel.
the Fiesta,, complete with fry ?read, a p~r.a~e and souvemrs, was accompanied th1s weekend by extensive arts actlVltles.
· .
·
The festival continues throughout this week with races such as Hare and
Hound (one balloon goes up and the rest attempt to land near the first),
tumbleweed (balloonists attempt to drop tumbleweeds near a target) and
Giddy-up Whoa (the balloonists attempt to drop sandbags near a target)
.
start each day at 7:30 !l.m. at Sim_msFiel~ justwest ofl-~5. . . . .
The Thunderbirds will add tn the festival by performmg htgh-speed Jetflying stunts at Kirtland Air Force Base Thursday, Oct. 14 at 5 p.m.
, There will be an Annual Gala Bash with a buffet dinner, dancing and
e~tertainment at the Albuouerque Civic Plaza Friday, Oct. 15 at 6:30p.m.
The Albuquerque Arts Council wjll sponsor "Intra '76" ..Saturday, Oct.
·1·6 and~ Sunday, ·O<St. t-7 .,at ~h~_:Museu~ <?f Albuq~erque and a Balloon
·Fiesta Trade Show will be at the ConventlOn Cehter.
. _
The 150 balloons, with romanti~ names like Jolly Roger, Ra¥gedy Ann
and Purple Qnion, will end the Fiesta Sunday, Oct. 17 wtth a mass
ascension.

,_ r
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By Robert R. Lee
Democratic presidential · candidate Jimmy Carter continued to
try to embarrass President Ford
during a speech Carter made in
Albuquerque Friday.
Carter flew into Albuquerque
late Friday morning, gave a short
speech to a small crowd at the
airport, and shortly thereafter met
with Indian leaders at the Con.vention Center before addressing a
·rally at the Civic Plaza.
The rally crowd estimated at
10 000 heard Carter grind some salt
into President Ford's latest political
wounds. Carter attacked Ford's
statement on Soviet influence in
Eastern Europe and said that Ford
used
funds for his 1972
Congressional campaign for
personal expenses.
During last Wednesday's debate
on foreign policy, Ford said he did
not believe the Poles, Yugoslavs
and Romanians consider themselves dominated by the Soviet
Union.
Carter said Ford's statement
"showed vividly the absence of
good judgment, common sense and
knowledge when there. is no one
there to speak for him (Ford)."
Carter said, ''The Berlin Wall is
still there. There are 20 divisions!
300,000 Soviet troops, in East
Germany. Apparently Mr. Ford
was brainwashed when he went to
Poland."
Carter also pounced on the
Watergate Special Prosecutor's
investigation
of
. Ford's
Congressional campaig11 financing.
Carter said a recently-leaked IRS
report on Ford indicates thatFord
bought clothes. and paid for a
vacation trip to Vail, Colo., for
himself and his farhily with cam·
paign funds.

primarily of students,
ministrators and panel members.
Concern was raised over the lack of
faculty members present when a
person in the audience asked how
the new admissions policy would be
put into effect. Panel member
William Huber, dean of University
College said that according to
regulation it would first be submitted to a Faculty Senate sub~ommittee for consideration, then
presented to the entire Faculty"
Senate to be voted on.
Joel Jones, ·assistant to the
provost, said he saw only a handful
of faculty present in the audience.
"The faculty is complacent with the
present system," he said. "They
don't give a damn.''

said before a total'change
in the admissions policies and the
financing of new programs at UNM
could take place t~ere would also
need to be a change in the
philosophy of the legislature.
"We're talking about changing
values-attitudes about changing
history," he said. "There has to be
a total commitment by all the
people in New Mexico,''
Gov. ,Jerry Apodaca, said in his
address to the conference,
14
Changes in the educational
process don't come about without
political influence.''

He said it was time to develop a
The planning committee also new category of miporities. "We
recommended the University adopt need to concentrate oo those who
a new program to help redu.ce the are really disadvantaged, the
high freshmen flunk-out rate at economically disadvantaged. We
UNM, such as the one proposed by shouldn't assume someone is
Clinton Adams, associate provost disadvantaged just because they
for academic affairs. The program belong to an ethnic group," he
would include foundation courses said.
designed to enable inadequately
During the open-discussion
prepared students to do universitysession, Davis was presented with a
level work.
The . committee said these list of demands from several
foundation courses should be ~EChA me~bers. !he ~e.mands
extended for students at all levels of . mclud~d the 1mmed1ate . fumg of
the University and not simply An~omo Mon.dragon (dtrecto~ of
freshmen students.
' Chtcano S~u~1es .student s.e~vtces)
and the ehmmatton of tUitiOn at
In a response to all proposals, UNM. In response, Davis said, "I
Davis said he saw no conflict treat demands as just that. I ignore
between "access and quality" at them. I don't accede to anyone's
UNM and that the University demands."
should have both. He said he
favored the Adams proposal and
MEChA students picketed
supportive services but disagreed outside the conference with signs
with persons in the audience who reading:
'~Self-determination,"
said they thought a community "Save the Centers" and "Force
.. college was a "dumping ground"
UNM to serve the People of New
for minority stude:nts. ·
Mexico." .
'
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Jimmy Carter greets Albuquerqueans Friday at the Civic
Plaza.
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s 1n Thailand

prisoners are demandinl! that they
should no longer be treated as
military offenders. Some 1"8
prisoners are seriously ill as a result
of their strike. The defense ministry
has taken no notice of this attempted mediation.
LEBANON-Palestinians and
Moslem Leftists charged that an
Israeli armored force, including
tanks, entered Lebanon on Friday
to support Christian soldiers in
battling leftist forces in the south.
This was the first time that Moslem
Leftists charged that Israel was
actively participating in Lebanese
civil war fighting. Leftists have,
however, repeatedly accused Israel
of supplying the Christians with
weapons. At least one western
correspondent has said that he saw
on one occasion Christian
militiamen carrying rifles with
Israeli markings.
In other news, an Arab envoy
announced that Syrian and
Palestinian leaders have agreed to
meet for another attempt at peace
talks. He expressed the hope that
the Civil war could end before
winter. The meeting takes place at
Chtaura between Lebanese Pres.
Elias . Sarkis, Syrian President
Hafez Assad and Palestinian leader
Y assar Arafat.

Compiled
Glen
Hudak
hard Li
hands o( the military "until I can
THAILAND
the e
last form a government." The most
week there wa
p in Thailand, ,, prominent of the civilian advisors
which placed Adm. Sangal is former Foreign Minister Thant
Chaloryoo at the head pf' the Khoman, architect of Thailand's
military junta. The new regime has pro-american, anti-communist
taken a !a w-and-order, anti- policies of the 1960s and early
communist direction, claiming the 1970s.
five major problems in Thailand
SOUTH AFRICA-Chief
now are: communism, corruption,
Gatsha
Buthelezi, political leader of
laxity among government officials,
poverty and the danger of "am- the Zulus, met with Premier John
bilious people" who want to run Vorster in a rare face-to-face
confrontation. Buthelezi warned
the country but spurn democracy.
On Friday the junta reported Vorster that Blacks will turn to
there were still a few holdouts of violence unless they are give.n full
the opposition-one being the political rights. Before the meeting
Thammasat University. Students !It the Black group said they would
the university were said to have a demand; I) the end of racial
discrimination; 2) free compulsory
large supply of ammunitions.
education
for Black children; 3)
More than 3,000 persons, mostly
students, have been jailed since the abolition of "influx" laws· that
prevent free movement of Blacks
bloody demonstrations last
from tribal homelands to cities; and
Wednesday. The numbers of killed
4)
acknowledgement that urban
and wounded are not known.
are South African citizens.
Blacks
A few newspapers have been
allowed to resume printing, but
VENEZUELA-Attorney-General
military censors will be active.
Jose.Ramon Medina has urged the
Sangad has received sanction
from the King of Thailand for his • military authorities to take
seriously the demands of the
actions. The King appointed an
country's polltical prisoners. The
obscure politician, Thanint
prisoners have been on a
Kraivichan, as the Prime Minister.
hungerstrike for three weeks. The
Thanint said immediately that he

Da·iry Queen Brazie.r
has it all·
Food & Dessert

By Uniwcl Pross lntornational

,

Carter Manual Pushes Tricks
MIAMI-A confidential manual for Jimmy Carter's campaign
workers advocates misrepresentation and tricks to give the candidate
a better image, the Miami Herald reported.
The Herald said the manual contains instructions for faking identities in phony telephone surveys, withholding information from local
party workers and the news media and tending to Cart~r's creature
comforts.

'Syrians Surround Hama
CAIRO-Baghdad radio said Sunday large numbers of Syrian
troops and security men have surrounded Hama,. 120 miles north of
Damascus, following a wave of bombing incidents.
The explosions were a protest against Syria's "non-Arab and
inhwnan policy in Lebanon," the Iraqi radio said. It reported the
arrest of scores of civilians.

Italians Defy Poison Gas
SEVESO, Italy-More than 500 Seveso residents ignored the warnings of health authorities Sunday and broke through barbed wire
barricades to return to the homes they were forced to evacuate three
months ago by clouds of poisonous gas escaping from a chemical
plant.
Police said the residents of this northern Italian town re-entered a
section which had been heavily contaminated by the deadly poison
dioxin e.

Honors Program Offers Seminars

In a letter dated Sept. 30,
Howarth, also a member of the
physics faculty, said "One of the
most . fr,ustrating and distressing
expenences I have is when senior
students come into the office • A leaflet accompanying the letter
inquiring about the General Honors described the program as "small
Program when they are too far seminar-type courses in a variety of
along in their undergraduate styles, and students have an opcareers to be able to take advantage portunity to study and work with
of it."
other interested and interesting
Howarth later stated that, "I students from various departdon't care how big the program is, I ments."
just want to accommodate any
student who wants to take part. It is
It went on to say, "Students who
important that interested students
complete
the program can become
know about it."
candidates for graduation with
Founded in 1958, the Honors Honors in General Studies. At least
program now has one per cent of part of the course work in the
the student population enrolled in General Honors Program will be
its curriculum. It offers in- allowed towards the group
terdisciplinary,
educationally requirements or restricted electives
broadening courses and is available in the various colleges and
to any student in any un- programs. Students must plan their
dergraduate coliege of the programs as early as possible."
University.

Regular

Also in the General Honors

Programs are small 3-credit
seminars available in the Freshman
and Sophomore General Studies .
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BUY ONE LARGE GET 2ND ONE
Pleo.se Bflng Coupon

On All Sandwiches
(Except Inflation Posh)
Saturday Special
Hashmash 99¢

Expires Oct. 17, 1976

Please Bring Coupon

GROUND SIRLOIN

$1.39

Reg. $1.59

Choice Of Potato & Texas Toast
Free Ice Cream Cone With Each Meal

Complete VolkNagon
Mlchine Shop

SPECl4Lil/NC IN fiEPIACEIIENT
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10%

PARTS

GENERAL
PAKTS fOf(
Dmun
~ 2935 Monfl

Expires October 17, 1976
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Di1counf With

Thif Coupon

265-3681

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash
5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E

2 Corn Dogs 89¢

Tlley'll Save You Money!

FREE

Offer expifes Oct. 17th

2 Chili Dogs and Small Coke
Or
Fish Sandwich and Large Coke

lh:Jtit•es Oet.1'1, l97G

"Just thinkin'
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hungry.;'

annual prayer breakfast for the President of the
United States and sets up other prayer breakfasts
across the nation. A governor's prayer breakfast is
held once a year in Santa Fe, he said.
Hughes said he first became involved with
Fellowship House when, as governor of Iowa, he
helped plan a breakfast.
Hughes illustrated his early experience with prayer
in relation to his past problem with alcohol.
"In my high school class, I was voted the most
likely to succeed," he said. "But within 10 years I
would rather not have lived, because of the destructive
forces in my life. When I reached that point, I prayed,
'God help me.' From that day on my life
changed ... and I have tried to follow God ever since
then."
Through his work with Fellowship House, Hughes
said he has met and prayed with people such as Chuck
Colson and Eldridge Cleaver. "I'm afraid to dislike
anyone anymore," he said, "because when I do, God
comes and dumps him on my doorstep and says,
'There he is-love him.' "
After his talk, Hughes left for a weekend retreat at
Glorieta.

Famous Rancheto Burger

'/ ..,~::~

f''DOUBLE'CH'E'ESE''BURG'ER'
~

with
coupon

Atty Wash and/or \Vax \Vith This Coupon

5101 L<;>mas NE

Dcmh b}l Starvntion .. - Let's urgnni1.c to c;t~e world
strip nmt di~l·ussitm Oct. 11. at 3:30
p.m. in Rm. 108, !1nclology Bldg
hung~r. Him

Feo.tu(ing our

50eOFF
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"Student Dir~~;:torlc~ m11y be obtained by students
Wtth u valJd student ID at the: Swdcnt lnrormaJion
Ccmcr in the SUil.

Buy 1 Get 1 Yz Price

-

The Rain Tunnel

students Invited.

By M.A. Booth
Former Sen. Harold Hughes of Iowa spoke to
;tudents and visitors on the campus Friday at the invitation of the UNM United Ministries Center.
Provost Chester Travelstead welcomed Hughes and
congratulated those students who "took time out to
attend, in spite of the hustle and bustle of a university
campus." He said it is important at a state university
to recognize the value of God.
Chairman of the Board of Regents Calvin Horn introduced Hughes to the audience. He said Hughes had
supported presidential nominee Eugene McCarthy in
1968 and had "bitterly opposed the VietNam War."
Horn said that when Hughes was once as!Ced his
opinion on long hair, he answered, "I'm a lot more
worried about long faces on adults than I am about
long hair on kids."
Hughes, governor of Iowa for three terms before
his election to the U.S. Senate in 1968, said he decided
to quit politics at the end of his term in 1974 to follow
his religious convictions. He is now affiliated with
Fellowship House in Washington, D.C. "Our purpose
is to fellowship with Jesus Christ," he said.
Regent Horn said Fellowship House sponsors the

On Yale

...
HOUSES
3005 cerrillos Rr
:.TEAK
. INTERNATIONAL .SANTA
FE 471-3b

Woodhoopoes" in Rm. IJ9, t,.'a$1Ciicr Uall 100·
block of Yale NE, Mon., Ocl, 11 ~I 3:30 Jl.~. All

Jumbo Jack's $1.00 Lunch

of Ceritial

No.1
4016 Menaul NE
268-8052
No.2
l.iii:JS(]In at San Pedro
256-1893
No.3

.

Iowan Speaks to Students on God

Phone. in for quick se(vice 268-6392
Different Types
Of Hamburger•

general interest to all students.

The General Honors Program
The honors progrlll11 also offers office is on .the ground floor of the
undergraduate Seminar Program west wing of the Humanities
Seminars on topics or activities of Building.

BOBS Butgers No. 3

SUNDAES
2 For
DQ.pon

/

Honors Seminars taken in a
student's junior year. These are
interdisciplinary, academically
oriented, 3-credit hour seminars
limited to about 15 students.
During the senior year, the student
the
Senior
Honors
takes
Colloquium. Here, different options are available, usally an op..
portunity to teach small Freshman
or Sophomore General Studies
Seminars.

GOOD Of\JLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Coupon Expires October 17, 1976

(One Coupon Per Customer Please)
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Dr. David l.leon, ornithologist, speaking on "the
adaptive signlfiCttllCc of communality in Green
-~

By Elizabeth Budd
A recent plea went out to faculty
members from Dr. John Howarth
director of the General Honor~
Program, to acquaint students with
the existence and objectives of the
Honors Program.

The program consists of two
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Editorial

i Work On Workshop

Chicano Group is Alive, Tries to Kick

The Priorities for Minorities workshop this weekend was a disappointment for many in terms of attendance.
o
There were about 160 persons in Woodward Hall and about 60 demon·
::E strators outside the Hall. The administration and MEChA were fairly well
~ represented but in all other categories representation was slim or
nonexistent.
Reports indicated that three of the five Regents were present the whole 0
day
or almost the whole day. They were Calvin Horn, Albert Simms and
gp
o... Henry Jaramillo. The number of students, probably 80, excluding the
demonstrators, was small compared with the student enrollment of
21,000.
.
But the most disappointing of all was the faculty turn-out. One estimate
was that there were about five professors present. This is the biggest letdown of all, since it is the faculty which has the biggest roll of all in determining University admission requirements.
When the faculty does not feel that attendance at this meeting to learn
the results of subcommittee positions papers was of any importance, we
cannot help but be surprised. Is the faculty not interested in response to
the new entrance standards? They apparently were not concerned enough
about it to get up and go to school on a Saturday morning.
As was expected, the media was in full attendance. However, most of
the TV reporters got enough information ,in the morning session and did 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 munumuuumu LETTERS ununnnummmnmnmummmllnnmunnnnmmntnunm
not wait for Gov. Apodaca's standard-text speech at the workshop. The
demonstrators gave plenty of filming opportunities during their peaceful
morning rally.
It was during the afternoon session that the demonstrators got in their

0
·~

Z

Old Quotes Don't Apply To

"punches."
The afternoon "open discussion" period (complete with audience
microphones which could be turned off when the person in the gallery had
run over the 60-second allotment for reactions, questions and demands)
was increased from 30 minutes to 45 in order to allow 15 minutes for the
M EChA members to state their grievances.
Unfortunately; this group, in its elation at getting a chance to be heard,
came out with several outrageous proposals and several severe distortions
of the truth.
Several MEChA members, who handled the morning demonstration so
well, lost their cool when it came time for them to talk. We hope that those
members of the group will one day learn how to control their tempers.
This workshop was a start, but obviously something must be done to
make the next workshop better. We suggest attendance·by faculty and
more time for general discussion. And we still question the purpose of kindly out-of-staters, and governors with file speeches taking up time at the
workshops.

Presef~t

continuance of men in office than is behalf of aid for public education.
The present GOP administration,
generally to be gained by ex·
perience." More is not lost by long the party of the Senator's opcontinuance in office than is gained ponent, in the preceding fiscal year
by experience. Seniority/Ex· porposed a cut for every major
perience is an institutional reality of federal aid to education program in
the U.S. Senate. Sen. Montoya, New Mexico, except vocational
due to his experience/seniority, has education.
gained leadership in the U.S.
You decide what this would have
Senate that has been and hopefully
meant to UNM specifically, after
will continue to be beneficial to
considering the following facts. In
The major issue is that raised by New Mexico.
1975-76, 10,400 of 20,500 students
Jackson's words, " ... 1 cannot but
Sen. Montoya is the ranking attending UNM received some type
believe that more is lost by the long majority member on the Joint Comof direct federal assistance. In admittee on Atomic Energy. I do not dition, 23.6 per cent, almost oneneed to elaborate on the gravity of fourth, of UNM's total expenditure
the atomic energy dilemma or the was funded through federal dollars.
vital role of New Mexico in the
of that dilemma. It is
resolution
ween the ages of 21 and 26
Thanks in large part to Sen.
reassuring
to
know that we have a
have tried marijuana. It is these
Montoya, who sits on the HEW
persons who the ASUNM strong Senator from New Mexico Sub-Committee on Education, the
on the Atomic Energy Committee.
Senate (or at least Sens.
GOP proposal to drastically reduce
Sen. Montoya is also the ranking
Gharemani,
Howington, majority member on the Senate federal funding to public education
Kilbourne, Knight, Thomas Ill, Appropriations Committee. This in New Mexico was defeated. For
Williams and Vice President committee is of paramount im· many of the programs an increase
Davidson) have decided should portance in the Senate in that it is in funding over the previous •year
remain a criminal class for what charged with the allocation of fun· was accepted. These facts make it
clear that we have a lot to lose if we
they may wish to do in their ds for all government programs.
opt for Mr. Jackson's belief.
own homes.
In the area of Public Education,
I find it additionally disap- which should be of concern to all
In regard to the quotation of
pointing that the UNM Student students, Sen. Montoya's record is Jack
Anderson-political
Government which was the first excellent. Since he first assumed editorializing, as is any editorial, is
University in the state to see the office, Sen. Montoya has spon- more a reflection' of personal sen·
need to reform the marijuana sored or co-sponsored every major timents than objective evaluation.
laws back in 1971, has now bill pertaining to federal aid to As a student I felt proud that we
regressed to the point where public education. The Senator has have a strong leader in the United
been endorsed both nationally and States Senate, whose record
they have changed that
in New Mexico by the National
position. I'm sure the majority Education Association for having a shows he is working hard in behalf
of New Mexico.
of UNM students do not share 100 per cent voting record on
D.M. Chavez
that belief. Neither will the over
2000 New Mexicans or over 700
Albuquerque citizens who were
arrested
for
marijuana
possession last year.
I congratulate Sen. Coston
on his resolution, and would Editor:
I must state my objection to your editorial of Oct. 6, 1976, en·
hope that he will reintroduce it.
titled
"What Butz Said."
·.
Maybe by that time, those elecThe use of profanity in any form i; an unnecessary and debasing
ted officials who voted in the
act.
It exposes weakness of character not only in those who
negative will see the absurdity
originate it, but also in those Who repeat it.
oftheir vote.
Citing "the readers' needs'' did not justify the contents of your
Louis Tempkin
N.M.NORML editorial. I had previously read the UPI story and felt satisfied with
State Coordinator its "euphemised" description of his remark. The inclusion of the
obscene terms could have in no way increased the effectiveness of
the report.
While your editorial took pride in not "side-stepping the
question" it offered no salient information which increased my understanding of the situation. In a word your editorial was licentious
("la~~ing m?ral disdpline") and I fou~d it a poor reflection of the
~uaht1es wh1ch should be found among the leaders of the Univer·
sityof New Mexico.
·
Editor:
In response to R. W. Robinson's
letter entitled "Two Quotes to
Think About," your quote of Andrew Jackson lends itself readily to
ambiguous speculations about
Sen. Joe Montoya. In order to
clarify your ambiguity, let me address the issues, not the misleading
imagery of your qrJotations.

NORML Head Reacts To Senate Vote
Editor:
the end of Wednesday night's
I am dismilyed and disap- Senate me~ting, after a six to
pointed that the ASUNM six tie was broken in the
Senate has chosen to fulfill its negative by Vice President
duty to represent the UNM Davidson.
student body by defeating a
Perhaps these elected ofresolution supporting the ficials are unaware that apdecriminalization of marijuana. proximately 80 per cent of those
The resolution; introduced by arrested are of college age, or
Sen. Coston, was defeated at that 51 per cent of persons bet·
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by Garry Trudeau
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editor:
My letter is in reference to the
concerned Chicano (Lawrence
Trujillo) who mentioned the fact
that we need a good Chicano
organization. Believe me, this
organization is here on the UNM
campus "alive and trying to kick."
The group which I am referring
to is the National Chicano Health

Organization (NCHO). NCHO in·
volves or tries to involve all those
health-science students who are
concerned with Chicano Health
and the kmg term health care
delivery · of
underserved
populations.
Our organization for the past two
summers has provided some manpower to rural clinics throughout

More on the 'World Crisis'
Editor:
Allow me, as I pause between
gut-rending bursts of primal
laughter, to express thanks to Mr.
Mark Lamborn for his refreshing
humorous commentary featured on
Wednesday's LOBO opinion page.
The fine steel tip of Lamborn's
rapier wit has deftly lopped off the
buttons of my tired pedantry and
parted the vest of jaded
imagination, revealing a vast new
appreciation for the deep current of
humo.r and folly that runs through
all human pursuit.
Imagine-athlete's foot! a world
crisis! What a roaring, rollicking,
absolute panic of an ideal Brief
though it be, this neat little package
of gorgeous wit is clearly ear·
marked for the ages.
The great clots of satiri9
revelation Lamborn hurls our way
strike the tin roof of our workaday
eXistence again and again with
deadly accuracy and reverberate
through the dusky cattle-barn of
the soul. The resounding boorn of
· -the cosmic joke he plays on us all
harkens to the wing-tip shoes of a
happy cretin stomping the ants of
our complacency into the dust of
ironic self-revelation. •
Clearly, what we LOBO readers.
are witnessing is the emergence of
a new, almost unhoped·for talent
to take up the tradition of genuine
humor and vigorous, penetrating
social satire when Orlando Medina
decides to move on. (Next
semester, maybe?}
Surely the works of both Orlando

Medina and this fresh young talent
will be listed in history's final appendix of comic genius, right next
to the contributions of the eternal
construction worker taunting
passing "faggots," last month's
issue of Mad magazine, and the
mutterings of an old drunk in his
sleep.
D. Crain

··mr:oi3o~r:~t"tei!:"'"(}

FOR. reA!

the state of New Mexico. This was
done by way of our own Clinical
Education Program.
Future goals of NCHO include
the expansion of the Clinical Ed.
Program for the coming summer, .
scholarships for this spring
semester, a minority pre-med advisor ana other activities.
NCHO is currently striving to
recruit new members (no thanks to
our Dear LOBO}. So here's the
chance for all you concerned
Chicanos to get involved in a worthwhile organization. We invite you
all to attend our next meeting, Oct.
12, 1976, 6:30 p.m., at Chicano
Studies.
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'Letters to the editor •••
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten
and
doubl!l
spaced.
.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.
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Torn Wolfe Discu.sses Changes in Society
By Bill Barrett

Tuesday, Oct. 5 Tom Wolfe was
in Albuquerque to talk about the
~ changes which American society is
....1 presently experiencing. After an
afternoon colloquium with honors
"' students and a few others, he
~ appeared before a moderately
·~ crowded Woodward Hall to give his
" main lecture.
~
The audience and the event were
il: both surprisingly like a rock
concert. Most rock groups open
,o their show with the tune, almost
~ always one of their biggest hits, that
co they feel is most likely to capture
p., ·the audience's attention. Tom
Wolfe, after a few opening sentences on changes in America,
immediately went into what was
almost an extensive quotation from
the Tire Electric Koo/ Aid Acid
Test, about coming from New York
to do a story about a fugitive
author, Keri Kesey, and discovering
a new society evolving around the
use of lysergic acid diethalimide.
Then, like a guitar player
weaving a jam around the riffs of a
familiar song, Wolfe began to
elaborate around the Prankster
saga, clear, but occasionally
faltering in his delivery of thirtyline sentences which seem more like

a

z

tellectual apocalyptic way of interpreting events ("The worst is yet
to come.") into an almost narcissistic and somewhat religious
awareness of one's own self. The
Moonies, the EST people, the
Women's Movement, Jet;ry Brown
and
Jimmy
Carter
as
religious/political phenomena and
so on and so forth are the
vanguards of the Third Great
Awakening. ·

Joycean stream of consciousness
writing than journalism.
Holding steady to his theme of
change in America, Wolfe moved
from the hip California underground of the sixties to wealthy
urbane haute culture atmosphere of
the New York art world. He didn't
say, "I want to play something
from my last album," but he did
manage to tie large chunks of Tire
Painted Word to his evening's
theme.
The central theme of the evening
was an elaboration of his most
recent piece, article entitled "The
'Me' Gene Ration," which appeared in the Aug. 23 issue of the
Magazine New York. Wolfe's thesis
is that the models on which our
perception of what is happening are
based are changing from their
European antecedents as our
culture moves into an individual
centered society.
To illustrate this, Wolfe talked
about attending an ecological
symposium at an unspecified midWestern university. All these rosycheeked youths with an obvious
aura of physical and mental health
radiating from their bodies sitting
there and semi-solemnly discussing
the immanently impendinl!; end of

He was up in a barn on the farm in
Oregon, trying to get the last little
bits and pieces together for his
forthcoming book, The Electric
Kool Aid Acid Test. Kesey and
another prankster were trying to lift
a massive metal object.. They asked
Wolfe if he would give them a
hand. He thought about .it for a
minute because of the almost new
expensive suit he was wearing. Then
he went over and helped them lift
the metal monster. When he
finished, he discovered that the red
paint from the object was all over
the front of what he had on. He
burst into a violent rage, while
Kesey and his friend wel),t into an
unrestrained spasm of laughter. As
Kesey said, "Well, Tom, you can't
expect to be around us this long
without some of it rubbing off on

No rock star who fascinated his
audience like Wolfe did would leave
·without playing an encore or two.
So Tom Wolfe stuck around for
questions-,
One of the most interesting was
Thomas Wolfe
how much the Merry pranksters
life as we know it on earth. It was as and Ken Kesey had influenced his
if their bodily presence almost life. Wolfe went into an anecdote ·you,"
contradicted the message they were about his last days with the group.
trying to say. At the end of the
conference, during a question and
answer session with one of the
prophets of gloom, a student raised
the question which was the essence
of the whole thing. "If all this is
going to happen, why is the major
The Bolivian government will finalize a million dollar contract with
problem on campus finding a UNM for rural education technical assistance later this month, a Bolivian
parking place?" If they were really official said in Albuquerque.
worried about the ultimate future ...
Dr. Ignacio Paravicini, director or rural education for the Bolivian
This was exactly what Wolfe was Ministry of Education, said, "We don't have a signed contract now, but
trying to say. This country is we expect to later this month."
·
moving from a European inParavicini was in Albuquerque to meet with Ambrosio Ortega, director
ofUNM's Latin American Projects in Education (LAPE)~
The Bolivian official said UNM was selected over six other American
universities which had presented proposals to develop a teacher training
program for rural educators, a curriculum reform program, a new plan for
expanding Bolivia's "nucleo" schools and a non-formal education project.
"UNM presented a very good proposal," Paravicini said. "We were
The lilm, "Symmdry-fn Physical Law," will be
also attracted by the large number of native Spanish speakersavailable
Wed., Oct. 13 at7:30 p.m. in Rm, 103, Physics Lab
through UNM, and the number of facilities available on your campus for
and Lecture Bldg,
training our teachers."
Applications for
Who's Who In American
Paravicini said Bolivian education officials view New Mexico as having
Universities and Colleges" are now available in Rm.
"many of the same rural education problems as Bolivia has."
.
242, SUB. Deadline is Fri., Oct, 15 at 5 p.m. Entries
must be of at least junior level. Nominations accepted
"We're
very
eager
to
get
started,"
LAPE
director
Ortega
said.
"About
also.
month after the contract fs signed we'll send down an initial team of three
The National Chicano Hcallh Organization invites
people:"
aU prospective health science students to auend next
He said the first technical assistants would consist of a rur~I education
meeting Tues., Oct. 12 at 6:30 p.m. in Chicano
Studies.
specialist, a curriculum development specialist and a "normal school"
specialist.
The Baha'i Student Association will sponsor a free
concert on the Mall Fri., Oct. 15 at 2 p.m. Music will
Ortega said six months later specialists in bilingual education, radio
be byShiraz..
communications and technical-vocational instruction would be placed in
Bolivia.
New event in intramural soccer. Entries due
Thurs., Oct. 14. Cnll4347 for details.
"This is a pilot project that will be conducted in the province of
Cochabamba," Paravicini said. "If it is successful we will expand to other
provinces in the country."
fie said the two-year project will be funded with a $5-million loan from
the U.S. Agency for International Development and over $3 million from
the Bolivian education ministry. The Bolivian government will also provide
personnel, equipment and supplies for the project.
•
.
Ortega said in recruiting persons to fill the six long-term advisor
New Mexico Daily Lobo will be
positions he will look for "people who have a great deal of experience in
New Mexico rural education."
the academic year and weekly

UNM, Bolivia Contract
To Aid Rural Schools·

Help Dusty Roadrunner
These new trash containers, recently installed on cam-.
pus, use plastic bags to hold garbage. The container-S are
open on the bottom permitting heavy objects to break
the bag and spill garbage. Floyd Williams of the UNM
Physical Plant said galvanized liners will be "finished in
the next couple of weeks" and locked into the new
receptacles to alleviate the problem.

A new self-help book for people
who have problems related to
drinking but are not ready to
become teetotalers has been
published by a UNM professor.
Dr. William R. Miller ofUNM's
psychology department, senior
author of How to Control Your
Drinking, also plans to offer selfcontrol-oriented
treatment
programs next year for problem
drinkers as part of his research
program at l)NM.
"The field of alcohol treatment
has been dominated for a long time
, by the idea that alcoholism is a
disease that can be cured only by
stopping drinking completely,"
said Miller, who came to UNM this
fall after completing his doctorate
in clini_~:al psychology at the
University of Oregon.
"But total abstinence is not the
only possible course for the
problem drinker.''
An alternative to abstinence is
the goal of "controlled drinking,"
which Miller defines as "using
alcohol is a way and an amount that
does not create problems for the
drinker or for those around him or
her." "Problems" include difficulties with family and friends, ill
health and troubles on the job.
The treatment method described
in the book is based on principles of
behavioral psychology and "is
geared to helping people set and
keep their limits," Miller said. T)le
method has been tested in three
studies and has shown a 60 to 80 per
cent success rate in helping people
control their drinking over one to

two years.
Steps in Miller's treatment
program for problem drinkers
include:
-Setting specific limits for
drinking, based upon daily consumption and estimated blood
alcohol concentration.
-Keeping detailed records of
drinking: where, when and with
whom each drink was consumed,
what kind of alcohol was chosen,
and how much was consumed.
Weekly records are compared with
blood-alcohol tables to help the
drinker understand and stay within
limits.
-Using a range of procedures to
change the person's "drinking
style.'' Such methods include
mixing weaker drinks and setting
time limits on drinking sessions-"common sense ideas that can
be amazingly helpful,'' said Miller.
-Using records of drinking

sessions to identify "triggers,"
things that set off excessive
drinking, and then custom-tailoring
self-control measures for coping
with these situations.
-Finding
alternatives
to
drinking. ''If, for example,
drinking is a coping mechanism for
dealing with tension and anxiety,"
Miller said, "we teach the person
specific relaxation skills that are
alternative ways of reaching the
same goal.
"Controlled drinking therapies
have some definite advantages for
some problem drinkers,'' Miller
said. "For one thing, some people
arc unable to give up alcohol
completely, even after repeated
treatment. More than 70 studies
have found that a certain percentage become controlled drinkers
following therapy, even though
their treatment was designed to
produce total abstinence."
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Viking Lecture Set
An illustrated lecture on "They Story of Viking: The U.S. Landings on
Mars" will be presented by Dr. Klaus Keil, UNM professor of geology and
one of 75 scientists directly involved with the Viking Mission, on Oct. 13,
at 8 p.m., in Popejoy Hall.
Keil is one of five scientists on the mission's X-ray Flourescence Team.
The team designed an instrument which bombards the Martian soH with X·
rays to determine the amount of each chemical element present.
The experiments being conducted by Keil's team are complementary to
those being conducted by the biology team searching for signs of life. "If
there is life on Mars, then we should know under what conditions that life
exists," said Keil.
Keil is also director of UNM's Institute of Meteoritics and was a principal NASA investigator of the lunar soil samples.
The lecture is free to the public.

... Carter
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Mail

the

Campus

For $10.00 a year the
mailed every day of
during the !iummer session anywhere in the United
States. It is easier than writing to tell the home folks
wl!at's g~ing on around the campus~ Or :niail yourself
-a ·copy. TJiat's convenience! You're sure to get a Lobo
everyday.

----.The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJ.OY HALL
PRESENT

A Major Symphony Orchestra
The Polish Radio
Symphony Orchestra
Program

Mail your $10.90 to:
Daily Lobo
UNM Box20,
Univ. ofN.M.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131

Or come by
Marron Hali"'nRoom l.::tl

. moniuszko Concert: ..-:he Fairy To.le"
Haydn
Concerto in C ffiajor for Violoncello
o.nd Orchestro.
Dvorak
Symphony No. 8 in G major, Opus 88
Ravel
Albarado. del Gracioso, from "ffiiroirs"

(Continut'cl from page 1)

Indian leaders.
Carter told the rally crowd the
last time he was in New Mexico was
in 1974, campaigning for Gov.
Jerry Apodaca. Carter endorsed
Sen. Joseph Montoya for reelection.
Carter stressed an energy policy
calculated to appeal to environment-conscious New
Mexicans. "We need a comprehensive energy policy" with a
"strong emphasis on research and
development of solar power," he
said.
Carter also said the nation needs
to "switch from oil to coal, and
find cleaner ways to burn coal."
About nuclear power plants,
Carter said such plants should be
built "where earthquakes don't
occur, where people don't live."
Carter also advocated a standard
design for nuclear plants, adequate
insurance and having someone in
the control room to shut the plant
down in emergencies.

Do You Need
Cash?Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Conducted by fomed Jerzy ffioksymluk

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Sundo_y, October 31 -8:15Pm

842-6991

Tickets $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $b.OO
UNM Students & Staff- v, Ptice
Ticket information 277-3121

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

POPEJO:V HALL
<>

The University of New Mexico
Invites you to
· A Special Public Lecture
by

Dr. Klaus Keil
Director of the Institute of Meteoritics,
UNM. Major scientist of the NASA Program "Moon Shot". Presently a project
director of the Viking Program and member of the "Search For Life On Mars"
Team.

An Illustrated Lecture
Entitled

THE STORY OF VIKING
(The U.S. Exploration of the Planet Mars)

Wednesday, October 13- 8:00PM
FREE Admission-No Seats Reserved
No Tickets Required- Doors open at 7:15PM
The Public is invited
Tel277-3121 for information
Dr. Keil will be happy to answer questions after his presentation if they do
not concern matters of National Security. He is one of the very few of the
Viking team who. has been permitted to speak publicly.
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Hall
In Perspective

Preservation Hall is just where it
ought to be, although it was
originally a happy accident. It has
just the proper history in its
charming old walls, and it is performing a very important function
in present day artistic history.
Preservation Hall is at 726 Saint
Peter Street in New Orleans, La.
That puts it right at the entrance to
the French Quarter, and very near
Basin and Canal Streets where jazz
was born. To it come the musicians
in New Orleans who walked by it in
their youth when jazz music was an
infant. After dark when New
Orleans jazz starts, the visitors are
music lovers from everywhere in the
world who know that each night at
the Hall is a historical moment.
The building was originally a
private home, built about 1750. It is
known that it was a tavern during
the U.S. occupation after the War

of 1Sl2. In recent years it has been
occupied by many creative people,
including Erle Stanley Gardner. In
1952 it became an art gallery, called
the Associated Arts Studio and the
proprietor
invited
original
musicians to come in and
"rehearse" with a freewill offering
at the door for his friends who
came to listen.
Soon the music took over the
building and the art gallery moved
next door with a studio upstairs
where the Noel Rockmore
Preservation Hall portraits were
done. A club was formed· and
attendance at the "rehearsals" was
increased.
The neighbors didn't always like
this upstart in the area. In fact, for
a while members of the band, black
and white alike, spent some very
unpleasant hours before less-than
sympathetic magistrates on the joint counts of disturbing the peace
and violation of white supremacy.
In 1961 the club, like almost all
jazz clubs, began to have its frictions. It was dissolved and Sandra
and Allan Jaffe took it over to
operate as a business. That was the
beginning of the chance to bring
this great music, played by its
originators, to the hearts of
audiences every night and later to
all of the United States, to Europe
and to the Orient.
Today Preservation Hall is
maintained and operated just as it
was in the beginning. Benches and
kitchen chairs accommodate about
half of the nightly audience. Some
of the floor is loose and the front is
off the old upright piano. Sandra
Jaffe still keeps the historic wicker
basket at the front door for the
donation which pays union scale to
the musicians at work. The charm
of Preservation Hall remains. The
atmosphere of New Orleans is not
violated by chrome and fancy
lighting and rushing waiters. It is a
place to hear the great people play

or
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New Otlenns Jnzz Comes to Albuquetque

ASUNM PEC and
Speakers Committee
Presents:

the same because New Orleans Jazz
is an attitude, a freedom of the
spirit, and a memory of parades
and dances and a good life. It is
made up of years when a musician
had to have the stamina to play
several hours after another job on
the docks or in the fields because h-<
loved to play his horn.
· The Preservation Hall Jazz
Bands have been quietly taking
their place among the leading
American concert attractions for
several years. Each year the tours
get longer, the audiences get bigger
and young and old Americans are
finding a happy evening in a theatre
or concert hall. The band members
are not concerned with a message;
they are bringing joy and sorrow in
way it was created.
New Orleans music is happy their stamps and blues.
Preservation Hall is a school,
music, it is simple in technical
terms, and complex in per- too. Young musicians come from
formance. It is not the straw hats Japan and Europe as well as
and display of the "Dixieland" America to learn how to play New
bands, nor is it the "Nicksieland" Orleans music-to shed the
of New York. It won't cease to exist misunderstandings that have grown
when these wonderful people are no as jazz was made commercial, and
longer with us, but it will never be to preserve the music into the future
as it should be preserved. There is
nothing formal about the school, it
wouldn't provide the link if it were
structured.
Preservation Hall is a state of
m~nd for many as well. The state of
mind is happy because the music is
happy and the setting is right. There
•hiking
•bicycling
are no ·cults and factions. The
musicians are past thaJ now, they
•backpacking
•ski touring
are secure in the tradition and their
own consummate skills. The
musicians are the leaders, the J affes
CO-OP SAVINGS PROGRAM
steer the ship and Preservation Hall
becomes the true preservation of
What might pretentiously be called
an Hart form."
One of the great Preservation
1425 SAN ffiATEO NE
Hall bands will be here on Tuesday,
Oct. 12th, at 8 p.m. for a concert in
Kiva Auditorium of the Convention
Center.
Tickets are $4 and $5, and are
available at Riedling Music Store,
5314 Menaul NE or First United
Methodist Church, Fourth aLd
LeadSW.

By George Gesner
is a fine charity event wliere people
The 1976 Grecian Festival (Oct. have fun while donating money. He
I, 2, 3) at St. George Greek said it wasn't like some charities
Orthodox Church proved to be a where you pass the tray around.
huge success as people spent a
One of the featured events of the
weekend sampling Greek culture.
festival was the Greek dancing. At
The second annual festival at- various times during the day and
tracted approximately 20,000 night Greek youths bedecked in
persons compared to the 12,000 traditional costumes performed
attending the festival last year, dances for the observers.
Father Demetrius Dogias said.
All through the three nights
Dogias said he was very pleased everybody danced. Old men
with the festival and expects it to showed their experience in the
improve in the future. The proceeds ·dance form. Young children·
from the festival· will go to com- displayed their energy. Those who
munity charities, Dogias said.
didn't know how to dance Greek
People
with
different style danced their own style or spent
backgrounds, ages, and lifestyles time looking down at the feet of
danced, drank and dined together those who experienced.
People danced to the Music of
in a spirit of camraderie and joy.
One man at the festival said this Orpheus from Salt Lake City.
Orpheus played six hours each day
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14,1976
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKETS $4.00 and $5.00
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AVAILABLE AT:
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080
GENERAL STORE
SUB for Student Discount
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The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, The
University of Texas at Austin, offers an interdisciplinary
graduate program which is student oriented and research
based, focusing on relevant public problems and issues,
and leads to the master's degree in public affairs.
Applications for admission and for fellowships,
awarded on the basis of merit and need, are now being
accepted. Deadline for applications is March 1.

Career Placement Center
University of New Mexico
Tuesday October 12, 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

WHO'S WHO

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES

John Raitt

Laba l:lualfleda
Da tluo Tl'lc:k

~

A
.. ffiondny
Ftee Film

· Are Now Available At

ROOM 2421N THE SUB

Way Out West
(Lo.urel Be Ho.rd!,J)

• Deadline- Monday, Oct. 18, 5:00 PM
• To be eligible you must have
at least a junior classification
e: NO"MIT\IATHj'i\IS".AC'CE'PTED ALSO

& Cartoon

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

SUB iheatre
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ENTER NOW!
ASUNM
Student Homecoming
Committee
With The Popular Entertainment Committee
And
The UNM Alumni Association

Present.
That's Entertainment"

11

(Homecoming 76)

DEADLINES

Wed. Oct. 20-Queen Elections
Sun. Oct. 24-Songfest & Talent Night;
Queen Coronations
Mon. Oct. 25-Thru Thurs. Oct. 28-Special
Daytime Activities & Entertainment
On The Mall.
Fri. Oct. 29-House Decoration Judging;
Eagles Concert

and an

All Broadway Cast; Chorus and Orchestra
in

Sat. Oct. 30-Homecoming Football Game;
House Decoration Winners Announced;
Dance in The SUB

The Hit Musical Comedy

Shenandoah

Sun. Oct. 31-House Decoration Clean-up;
Ohio Players, K.C. & The Sunshine Band.
Concert

A foot Stomping, Rousins, Hit Musical
Raucous, Pleasurable & Tuneful

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL Or COME BY
ASUNM OFFICE- Room 2421n The SU8

Tonight, October 28, 8:15
Tickets- $9.00, $8.00, $7 .00, $6.00, $5.00
UNM Stude£1is - 11z Price .
Tel 277-3121
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Mon. Oct.11-Homecoming Queen Candidate
Applications Due At The Alumni Office
In The SUB By 5:00PM
Wed. Oct.13-House Decoration Slogans Due
At The ASUNM Office rn The SUB By5PM
Fri. Oct.15 -House Decorati6n Fees And
Songfest/Talent Night Entries Due At
The ASUNM Offices Bv 5:0PPM

Representatives of the LBJ School will be at

Applications For

AMONG STUDENTS
IN

ASUNM

with traditional Greek songs and an
·occasional Jewish number.
The band is led by Jerry (Dancing) Floor, clarinet, and included a
fine accordion player and two
percussionists. Floor said the group
was going to back up Johnny
Mathis when they got back to Salt
Lake City.
All members, of the group are
professional musicians but during
the week become a student, a stock
broker, real estate agent and a
worker for a cable television
company.
Several dignitaries showed up for
the festivities. U.S. Senator Joseph
Montoya took a microphone and
said a few kind words to the crowd.
Senatorial candidate Harrison Schmitt appeared immediately after
Montoya.

GRADUATE STUDY IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
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Dance marks Greek Fest

their great musi~.
People from all over the world
have made Preservation Hall a
priority on trips to New Orleans. It
has become something like a
pilgrimage. But the real pilgrims are .
the musicians who have been
traveling the United States and the
world to bring the true New Orleans
jazz played by the people who have
played it for 50 years in the parishes
around New Orleans. They know
the music best, and they play it tl}e

Quality equipment for

PROGRAM TO INCLUDE STAR mEK HIGHUGHTS

Albert/Albert King/Utopia BULJ-1731
Record Review by Daniel Gibson
If yo~ lik~ the blues, especially blues by a· black guitar player accompamed With a lot of bass, horns, and back-up vocalists, you'll enjoy
Albert King's latest record Albert.
The blues doesn't necessarily mean "slow"
"down," as this high
ener~y ~nd gooc,l feeling record shows. Albert's old sound, and his songs,
are similar to B. B. King's, but here they have another notch of snap and
power, compared to B.B. Most songs go quickly. A few, though, "Ain't
Nothing You Can't Do" and "Running Out of Steam," are slower songs.
Albert, who does the lead vocals, keeps the lyrics simple and earthy. The
words are delivered in bursts from the ongoing pace of the music.
The .bass of either Henry Davis, Scott Edwards or William Upchurch is
heard m every song and sets the music's pace. Creating rises and falls in the
songs' tones is horn power. The album, in fact, opens with a burst of
horns. Bob Byrant and John Roberts man the trumpets, and George
Bohanon and Donald Cooke are on trombones, while Ernie Fields Jr. adds
a sax and Herman Riley a flute.
Stringed instruments are heard on "Rub My Back." There a:re seven
people listed on the album jacket as string players. Along with the
drummers, Harold Mason and Paul Humphrey; three guitar players;
congo player Joe Clayton, and percussionist Bob Zimmitti, you have one
big band.
Albert's terse, often questioning voice, is supplemented with six other.
backing vocalists as well. This female sound from his chorus adds another
dimension to the music, especially where they share, about evenly, the
singing, as in "I Don't Care What My Baby Do (As Long as I'm Doing
What She's Doing)."
Albert's sound reflects a man who's seen heartbreaks and the impersonal~ties of life, but who can still laugh at life and himself. Here there
IS reflectiOn, bu~ surrounding that is. music of action.
Guess I'm never gonna catch you babe
'cause I'm about running out of steam
goes one song. If you have the blues, play Albert and you may find
yourself smiling and trying to tap your feet. (Hot stuff).

. 217-5528 or 552.9
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This Week

SPICED ICE
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"
Nites 4418 r.~·......... 1
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JHeld Them Off,'
Say· Tired Lobos
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Lobos Get By Spartans 36-30

By Tim Galhtgher
..Q
Tailback Smokey Turman came bounding down the steps into
'@ the locker room. "Can the Lobes win at home?" he asked in a
A booming voice.
'
8
"Yes, sir. The Lobes can win anywhere!" answered fullback
·~ Mike Williams.
::?;
Maybe the Lobes can win anywhere, but how impressive can
~ they look doing it, might have been in the minds of the 23,545 fans
who left University Stadium Saturday night, after seeing the Lobos
o
,...., defeat San Jose State 36-30.
The Lobos blew a 17-3lead in the 49 passing and was not intercepted.
"' second
~
quarter and had to come The Spartans ran a particularly efp,..
from a 23-17 third quarter deficit in fective screen pass throughout the
order to win the non-conference contest that the Lobos were ~nable
tilt. The win gave the Lobes a 3-1 to stop.
record, t.heir best start since 1964
The Lobos opened the game by
when they were 9-2. ,
kicking off on the moonlit, chilly
In the end, it was the defense that night.
turned the game around for the
After Spartan tailback Rick
Lobos. Defensive end Bruce Kane carried eight straight times
Herron was the standout with a for 37 yards, the Spartans punted.
blocked punt and he also forced a
There was a surprise in the linefumble. These turnovers were con- up when the Lobos took the field.
verted into lO Lobo points.
Announced quarterback Clarence
With the Lobos trailing 23-20 Jones was replaced by normal starlate in the third quarter, Herron ter Noel Mazzone. The move
broke through the line and blocked seemed only to surprise San Jose
Jeff Cunningham's punt. It was when fullback Jon Sutton shot up
recovered by Robin Cole at the the middle on a third and five from
Spartan 24, and from there the the UNM 45, to the San Jose State
Lobos moved 4 yards before Jim 11.
Haynes tied the tilt with a 38-yard
Two plays later, Ma::zone passed
field goal.
10 yards to Mike Williams for the
Only three plays later Herron first touchdown.
went into his act again by sacking
Williams fumbled on the Lobos'
San Jose quarterback Steve next possession and the Spartans
Deberg, and forcing a fumble on converted it into a 39-yard Randy
the !-yard-line. It was recovered by Johnson field goal.
Andy Frederick.
·
The Lobos drove 75 yards on
After fullback Bobby Forrest their first possession of the second
was stopped, quarterback Noel quarter before Haynes booted a 40Mazzone scored on a keeper. Jim ya~d field goal putting the Lobos
Haynes' PAT put the Lobes on top up 10-3.
for good at 30-23.
Linebacker Dave Thompson,
For the Lobos, it was their least who played another outstanding
impressive win of the year. But it game, recovered a DeBerg fumble
came against an aerial team like on the next series and the Lobes,
San Jose which is very hard to look again showing an ability to
·good against.
capitalize on opponents' mistakes,
DeBerg riddled the New Mexico scored on a Bobby Forrest !-yard
secondary for 283 yards on 24 for run. The big play came when Steve

.

By Russ Parsons
"They just come at you and come at you," said a tired Robin Cole after
Saturday night's 36-30 New Mexico victory over San Jose State.
"But we held them off and that's what counts. We got the win on the
board." That's about as succinct a description of the contest as you can get
as UNM blew an early 17-3lead, fell behind 23-17 and finally climbed back
up to 36-23 before settling for a 36-30 final.
The biggest problems the Lobos faced were containing San Jose's screen
passes and outside running game. It seemed that whenever the Spartans
needed, or wanted, yardage they either sent durable runnjng back Rick
Kane around end or flipped a screen behind a wall of blockers.
"THEY CAUGHT US IN A BLITZ sometimes and that hurt us, but
other times there was just no pursuit," said stellar linebacker David
Thompson.
Lobo coach Bill Mondt took a somewhat simpler view of the problem.
"They just blocked us real good and we were playing a real tight overshift."
Two of the key plays in the game were turned in by UNM defensive end
Bruce Herron. The 6·4, 214lb. senior burst through and partially blocked
a San Jose State punt with 2:04left in the third period.
All-America candidate Cole made an over-the-shoulder recovery at the
Spartan 24, and four plays later Jim Haynes evened the score with a 38yard field goal.

Photos by Wendell T. Hunt

Lobo tailback SflJokey Turman (top no. 4) is about to break raway on a run through San
Jose's line. Below, Spartan tailback Rick Kane (no. 42) eludes the grasp of UNM's Robin
Cole (no. 90).
Hines interfered with Preston Den- ·
nard in the end zone.
The Spartans scored before the
half ended when DeBerg brought
the team 58 yards in seven plays.
He passed eight yards to Gary
Dudley with 18 seconds left in the
halftomakethescore 17-10.
After stopping the Wolfpack on
its initial series, the Spartans began
using an effective screen pass.
DeBerg drove the Spartans 73 yards
with Kane carrying the final two
yards.
The Lobo offense came on the
field again and on the first play,
Mazzone made a poor pitch to
Smokey Turman. The ball hit Turman in the shoulder, popped into
the air and was taken by cornerback Gerald Small who ran it to
the seven. DeBerg scored on a 1yard run that put the Spartans
ahead for the first time in the game,
23-17.
Then the Lobo defense came
alive, perhaps inspired by a rowdy
fight in the student section.
In addition to Herron's heroics,
Robin Cole, linebackers Marion
Chapman and Thompson, and
defensive back Roark Shirley began
pounding Spartan ball carriers for
all they were worth.
San Jose couldn't get going again
until it was too late in the fourth .
quarter. DeBerg would have had a
few more TD passes if fullback
Lewis Nelson wasn't wearing steel
gloves. Nelson dropped two touchdown passes. Another DeBerg
touchdovin pass was nullified by an
illegal FfCeiver d"'o:..;w"'n"'fi"'Ieo:l.=d,_.
Son Jo,.lu.
NM-Sutton I run
3 7 13 7-30

JUST TEN SECONDS LATER, Herron again quickly beat his blocker
and made the big play, this time snapping quarterback Steve De berg from
the blind side as he was trying to pass. The ball fell loose and giant Andy
Frederick fell on it at the one.
Fullback Bobby Forrest carried into the line for no gain then quarterback Noel Mazzone crossed on a sneak to give UNM a 30-23 lead with
1:13left in the third period.
"We just dug the pride out of ourselves," said Thompson. "We went··
out and had a big play when Bruce hit that guy on the one. That gave us the
momentum back."
"We can win anywhere," said fullback Mike Williams. "T!).at Wyoming
game is going to be a trip."
NEXT WEEK'S CONTEST with the Cowboys was obviously on
everybody's mind. Wyoming, once regarded as the weak sisters in the
Western Athletic Conference, have now knocked off the two favorites,
Arizona State and Brigham Young on successive wee!(ends.
"Wyoming is a wishbone team so the problems we had tonight don't
mean anything about that game," said Mandt. "We had trouble with a
good passing quarterback and we've got to play them later on.''
BYU quarterback Gifford Neilson hit 24 of 42 passes for 324 yards in a
losing effort against Wyoming. The Lobos face the Cougars at home Nov,
13.
THE UNM OFFENSIVE LINE had little trouble pushing the San Jose
defenders around, despite the absence of center Dave Green and the
presence of Spartan defensive tackle Wilson Faumuina.
Green was held out because of a knee injury suffered in practice. Tom
Ryan, normally the starting quick guard played center while Jake Gonzales, the second-string strong guard, played quick guard.
All of which has nothing to do with Faumuina, who stands 6-5 and
":eig~s 2?5. "After the first time he hit me, I had a lot more respect for
him, said strong guard Earl Pettet (who weighs 243).
Quick guard Tom Morris concurred, "He was the best I've played
against."
·
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Spikers Win Some,
Lose Some in Colo.

SJ-Dudley 13 p:m rrom DeBerg

NM-Williams, 10, pass from Mazzone (Hayncskick)

22
43·128

UNM
17
57-261

283
24-49-0

65
5-11-0

6-36
3·2
12-109

5-31
2-2
9-73

:s.J~U

SJ-FG Johnson 39

First downs

NM-FO Haynes 40
NM-Forrest 1 run (Haynes kick)
SJ-Dudley 8 pass from Deaerg (Johnson kick}
SJ-Kane 2 run (Johnson kick)
SJ-DeBerg l run (Kick failed)
NM-FO Haynes 27
NM-FO Ha}"nes 38
NM-Mazzone 2 run

Rushes-yards
Pa5.'lln~ yanls

Passes
Punts

Fumbles-Los!
Penalties-Yards

By Gino Brazil
The UNM women's volleyball
squad continued their domination
over the College of Santa Fe
Knights, but were upset by small Ft.
Lewis College over the weekend in
Durango.
The Lobes beat CSF handily in
two straight, 15-11 and· 15-6.
Against Ft .. Lewis the Lobos lost in
overtime 18-16 and 15-6.
UNM's only three victories of the
season have come against the Santa
Fe squad.
Coach Kathy Marpe said the
s'ituation was one of "good offense

GOING OUR WAY?
PEACE CORPS* VISTA
REPS ON CAMPUS:
Oct. 27, 28, 29

242.1 SAN PEDRO, N.E:,
AL.BUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

BEIWEEN MENAUL AND

· INiliANSCI-IOoL; ···

2t.'--8H5

but no defense." She said the girls
were a little confused on defense.
The Lobos will be working 6n
their defense this week in order to
try and prepare themselves for
conference play which takes them
to Utah this weekend.
In Utah, the Lobes will face
Intermountain conference foes,
Brigham Young, Utah, Utah State
and Weber State. The competition
will take place in Provo, Utah.
The women spikers will play host
to the conference regionals in
Albuquerque on Nov. 19-20.

REALLY ECONOMICAL TR.ANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo•ped

Vespa Scooter

(motorized bicycle)

INTERVIE\IVING
SENIORS/GRADS.
Placement Office,
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law S'chbol

CarriCo Wins Individual;
~':!g!fer Title to Cougars
The Christians are getting into
the news a lot lately, whether it's in
Lebanon, the presidential campaign
or the UNM-hosted Tucker
Invitational Golf tournament this
past weekend.
The battle for Beirut and the
White House wages on, but the golf
battle for the Tucker individual title
was decided Saturday in a suddendeath playoff as Lobo Monty
Carrico beat out Arizona State's
Lee Mikles on UNM's South
course.
Carrico said, "l contribute this
win to Dick McGuire, my golf
coach, who helped me with my golf
skills.
"And more importantly, to my
personal coach, Jesus Christ, who
gave me the ability, motivation and
determination to play my best."
The senior and former juniorvarsity basketball player was tied at
288 before the playoff against
Mikles. UNM Coach McGuire said
he wasn't surprised with Carrico's
career-best victory. "He should
have a fine year," he said. Monty
developed completely in our
program. He became one of our
Photo by Wandollr.Hunt
steady ones last year and he could
Lobo Monty Carrico, who won the Individual Title at the
become one of the top players in the
Tucker
Invitational Golf tournament, Jines up a shot.
country."
McGuire said the Tucker is one
of the three best tourneys in the
nation.
The Lobes as a team did not fare
as well as their tourney-winning
leader. Friday, New Mexico led the
field, but pre-meet favorite
Brigham Young came on strong
Saturday to capture the team title
with 1180 points. UNM trailed at
Classes In Mexican Dance
1188. Other individual Lobo scores
were Mitch Mooney at 297 in a tie
Beginning Classes
Intermediate Classes
for eighth and Jeff Fulwiler at 301
and Harold Garrison at 302.
Mon. And Wed. 5:30-7:00
Carrico said he has improved his
Childrens Classes
Mon. And Wed. 6-7:30
game by two to three shots a round
Tues-And Thurs. 5:30-7:00
Carlisle Gym Room 115
since last year. "Coach McGuire is
1212 Rio Grande N.W.
the best teaching coach in the
nation," he said. "Whenever I've
For Information Call842-9434
had a problem he's helped me."
Looking forward to the
remainder of the season, Monty
said he will be striving for team
goals. "I'd like for us to be rated in
the top five," he said. "For myself,
I'd like to play consistently well."
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Will Be Available
Beginning Oct.13

For 25c
With Valid ID
At the Student information Center
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ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

William F. Buckley Jr.
•Ultra Conservative Irish Catholic
•Noted host and debater of "Firing Line"
•Provocative columnist
•Editor-in-chief of National Re1dew
•Author of "Up from Liberali'sm"
and "Rumbles Left and Right"

Topic: "The Problems of Freedom"
Oct. 12 8pm Popejoy Hall UNM
..... " • to~ m'.>t<'.fw,,w;lh .grqat.n>l!ea2e..... .. .. . . . .. Jcor l.ol.u,cos!transpo!i'lffM .
(up to 160 mpg) out of li(el
{up to 100 mpg) and fun too!
'

JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO.

INFORMATIOI\J TABLE: Student Union

1410 Second NW
Phone 247-2404

Tickets at SUB: Box Office; The General Store Number 1 on Harvard and Number 2 on Menual; Also at Popejoy Box Off.ice nigh-t.
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Admission $3.50 General Public
$1.50 UNM Students
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ltules: IS cenls per word per duy, one dollar
rnlnlrnum. 1\dvcrllscrncnls run fhe or more con•
secu!lvc duys wUh no chunges, nine ccnls J>cr
word f)cr duy (no refunds If cunccllcd bdorc five
lnserllons). Clusslllcd udvertlsernenls must be
puld In udvunce,
Marron !lull Room 131 or by malllo; Classified
i\dverlislng, UNM llox 20, 1\lbuquer'luc, N,M.
87131
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PERSONALS

FR,Eii KITTENS 8 WEEKS old. 898-2606 after
5:30. 10/11
TRA YELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal, 4200 Central
AvenueSE. 10/14
UNM STUDENT DlltECTORIES will be available
to students with a valid UNM JD-beglnning Wed·
ncsday, October 13, for 25¢. At the Smdenl Information Cenler, New Mexico Unlon(SUB), 10/13
ATTENTION PETER KELLEY: Thank you! While
Pinlo owner, Janet. 10/11
GIUSEPPE, I WANT to see you first thing this
morning at the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. I'm
really mad-1 saw you come out of Carrara's
w/Mary. All the lime I was wailing for you over a
tuna grinder pocket. Don't forget! Maria. 10/11
DEAR SUE: CONGRATULATIONS! One whole
year gone by! It can only gel ... belterll With love,
R.S. 10/11
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills
a dime, 10/15

2.

TUTOR NEEDED. MATH 102 (~tatlstics), fee nego·
liable. Phone294-8076&ask for Charles. 10/11
DANCE- ART SERIES. Exploring personal ima~
ery, Six weeks, starting 25 October. Call 242-9452
or 242-5343. lOllS
·
EXPERIENCED TYPIST 60¢ per page. 843-6161,
10/14
GUITAR LESSONS BY Doug Zinn, student of
Hector Garcia's. S3.50/1csson. Cheap! Call 247·
4410. 10/IS
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental brea!lfast at the
Grinder Factory, lll Cornell SE. Coffee 159, refills
adime, 10/15
MS. R.I. PllAOER, B.A., M.A. Private Educational
and Vocational Evaluations by appointment only,
842-0472, 10/15
MIDTERM COMING UP? HOW IS your French?
For SOS call 255-2577 leave message for Viviane,
10/12 '

4.

FORSALE

LOST: BROWN WALLET on basketball courts
across from donns. Reward, 277-2072. 10/13
LOST: WED EVENING female Irish Setter
w/broken tooth. She is ill & ne·ds medication. 242·
3998. 10/14
FOUND: PUPPY OUTSIDE Foodway off Yale and
Coal nitc of October 6. Call Cindy or Ray Alfinl.
243-4102. 10/14
LOST: LAROE BLACK male puppy. Docked tail,
floppy ears, Call 255-4982 or 218 Stanford SE.
10/15
.
.

3.

MASSAOE9-6 298-4718 Juan.

...

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. lfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 2652444orcometo 1717GirardBlvd.NE. tfn
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fcssional &lucators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

NEED HELP WITH papers1 Typing, editing, revision, research, &consultation. 281·3001. 10/13
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro
SE, 265.0335. Color TV's, tape decks, slereo, ampli·
ficrs, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IO"lo dis·
count for student with 10. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. 10/21

76 CORVETTE A,T,, P.S., P.B., P.W., 350 L-82,
Mags, AM-FM, T-Top, 4,000 miles. 836-3608.
10/12
'73 MERCURY COMET, EXCELLENT condition,
economical, good tires, new battery & paint, $2200
or best offer. 247-9481. 10/12
VELOCIPEDLERS-2 DAY SERVICE or less on
most repairs. High quality bicycles at lowest prices In
town. 5 blocks south of Central on Yale (down the
street from those other guys), The Dike Shop, 605
Yale SE. 842-9100. 10/13

COLOR TV. NEW warranty, color & tint controls,
big screen, Assume payments of $7.00 per month.
255-7534. 10/12

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60,441 Wyoming NE.
2SS-S987, 10/18

DUE TO DIVORCE. 1977 brand-new Kirby vacuum.
Assume paymenls of $7.47 a month. New warranty.
255-7535. 10/12

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro.
SE, 265-0335, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IOOfo discount for students with ID. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. I 0/20

PEOPLE! FOXY REFLECTIONs-a uni-sex hair
studio-has 5 hair stylists to assist you. Across from
Presbyterian hospital, 1123 Central NE. It costs no
more for experienced stylists. 842-8300. I 0/13

USED OVATION GUITAR, with hard case. 881·
9607 after 5:00p.m. 10/ I I
SKATEBOARDS: GORDON & SMITH, Bahne,
Bennett Trucks, Cadillac precision wheels, Yanda!!
Wheels. Tennis Shop, 2901 Indian School Rd. NE.
262-1691. 10/11
RACQUETBALL PLAYERS! TRY our new Seamco
$558" balls. You'll love 'em! $2.88 ror a can of two.
The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale SE, 242-7888. 10/11
MADEIRA ACOUSTIC GUITAR with hard shell
case. Beautiful condition. $215 or best offer. 2556369 evenings. 10/11

FENDER STRATOCASTER SUNBURST excellent
condition $300. Honda Congas, black. Excellent condition $200. Whole deal $450, 262-1037. 10/11

SERVICES

SCHWINN VARSITY. EXCELLENT new condi-.
tion, durable chain, bookrack, boUle $130. Negotiable after 5;00 p.m., 299-1120. 10/11

RECORDS AND TAPES-good pri~e, gooel scteclion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

1967 JEEP WAGONEER 4 WD. Good shape $1,025
or offer. 281-9998. 10/14
LOST: TURQUOISE RING 9/30176. First floor
S.U.B. Reward! Call 247-2946. 10/1 I
FOUND: GERALDINE J\I'IN King Hale's Athletic
• card. Claim Marron Hall Room 131. tfn

GERMAN
SHEPHERD-PROFESSIONALLY
trained guard dog-spayed. 266-2000 evenings,
10111

SPORTS CAR OWNERS! Pride Motors offers
speedy, reliable service of all makes of sports and
lO\Iring imports. Tues.-Saturday. 8:30-5:30,
2%-!763. 10/16

BICYCLISTS! DON'T LOSE your bike to thieves
this fall, Citadel locks now on sale at the Spinning
Wheel. Regularly $27.50, now $23.99, 109 Yale SE.
242-7888, 10/11

LOST & FOUND

LEAVING TOWN, '74, 14,000 miles, 4-door Deluxe
model, $50 down, Excellent condition. $85/mo, Call
between 8 & S, 345-4411, Arellano, 10/11

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378, tfn
FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265-2338. 10/12
TOTE GOTE MOUNTAIN scooter $150.00. Good
Condilion. 877-1745, 10/11
SALE: PLANTS, CLOTHING & misc. items. Scott
Copying Machine needs repair. 268-4936 after 2:001
p.m. 10/11

FORMER UNM CONCERT Choir members-donate or sell your old tuxedo and/or dress. Call Choral
Office: 277-4301. 10/12
SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Left in layaway,
not claimed. Equipped to buUonhole & zig-zag. Pay
$19.00 & take machine. 255-7534. 10/12
BRAND NEW MARRANTZ. Receiver still in box.
Must seii~JJeed vacation money, 255-7534. 10/12
Hi\VE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers,
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes, 8-tracks,
CB's & rcel-to·reel tape recorders. Sony-PioneerMarrnntz-Kenwood & others, Freight damagedstill in boxes. 10/22
·
•
'
69 VW FASTBACK, GOOD condilion. $600/bcst
offer, 298-3959. 10/13
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15~, refills
a dime. 10/15
197 I NOVA; 44,000, excellent conditio11, clean inside
and out, A/C, vinyl top, AM/FM, new tires. M usl
sacrifice. Asking $2400 or best offer. 897-0461.
lOllS
STORY & CLARK Antique upright piano, needs
refinishing. Good condition, $150. 9x12 carpet. 8429602after6:00. 10/13
WJNDJAMMER,li!TOURINO. Excellentcondition.
Q·H headlight $175 Bates Saddlebags. After S p.m.
836-4009. 10/15
UNM STUDENT DIRECTORIES will be available
to students with a valid UNM ID- beginning Wednesday, October 13, for 25¢ At the Student Information Center, New Mexico Union (SUB) and the
bookstore. 10/13
HAIR STYLES START AT $10. Foxy Reflectiona uni-sex hair studio-1123 Central NE across from
Presbyterian. 842-8300. I 0/11

6.

EMPLOYMENT

OETTING KICKED AROUND by economic problems? If you want to make your own breaks, call for
interview. 255-1353 5·7 p.m. 10/11
WAITRESS', NIGHTS, apply 4200 Central SE.
10/13
PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees
for day work. Also have positions for Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person only. No phone
calls please. Save Way Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE.
10/22

GRADUATE STUDENT OR student spouse. Parttime work In mall room. 1-7:30 p.m. Monday thru
Friday. See John, Dalac.), 1712 Lomas NE. No
Callsl J0/14
WANTED: WAITRESSES AND pizza rollers for
Perry's Pizza. Apply at 2004 Central SE Monday and
Tuesday from II:OOa.m. to 3:00p.m. 10/11

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills
a dime. 10/15

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
48 Fur-bearing
animals
1 Numerous
50 Sudden pain
5 Coniferous.
spasm
tree
51 Crampon
10 Giddy
52 200 meter
14 Stumbles
run, for one
15 W.lndies
550fthe
island
mouth
16 Spanish
59 Polite
river gestures
17 Give off
61 Full gainer,
·18 Expo or
e.g.
Brave
62
Fl'
t t'
1r a IOUS
20 "Wh a t mus I
stare
be must be" 63 Saltpeter:
type
Var
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horses
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23 Shade of
66 Direction of
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movement
67 Fender
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25 Assen to be
true
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1 Bar
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2 "My fr lend
32 Golfer--'
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garment
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36 Cupid
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5 Ottawa and
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6 Rub out
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43 Frosters
powder
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8 Mr. Lincoln
Abbr.
9 Tumultuous
46 Crap table
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Friday's Puzzle Solved:
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convulsive- 53---- stick:
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and show
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rna ~r
plant ovules 58 10 mtlls
34 -----to:
60 --- Lal)celot
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12Mr.AIIen
13 Hills
19 Break out in

37
39
.42
44

HAND STITCH CO-OP personalized handmade
clothing & crafts. New members welcome 10-6 ManSat. 2000 Central SE, 247-4498. 10/11
BINOCULARS ZEISS 8x40 and Hurricane 6x25.
Call266-4770. 10/15

5.

FORRENT

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE, non-smoker,
to share 3-bedroom/2-balhroom, NE home. Approximately $90/mo., 299·8294. 10111

HOFBRAU LOUNGE
Monday nite football special

PITCHER BEER
$1.25

170cm HEAD YAHOO SKIS look-GT bindings used
twice 5160 firm; mens Lange Phantom boots size-10
$85; ski rack $20.268-4813. 10/14

from kickoff to final gun

BELLY DANCE! CLASSES $5 weekly. The Blue
Hareem. 255-1967. 10/12

FREE POPCORN

Ne\N Mexi.co
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
'15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ pet word
Terms Cash in advance

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
.
. , under the heading (drcle one): 1.
times beginning
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7, Miscellanebus.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
U NM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexieo 87131

Enclosed$---------- Placed by ~.... - -~- --· _____ . _ ..•. Telephone-----~---

